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CHAPTER  I 
A.    Interpolation and Approximation 
The problem with which we are concerned  is that of 
finding  some function P(x)  which "most  closely" approximates 
a given function F(x).     There are  two main ways of doing 
this interpolation and approximation.     Here we will  con- 
sider in detail  only the latter—actually only Chebychev 
approximation.     However  it will be useful to  first ask our- 
selves when we approximate and  especially when we choose  to 
use Chebychev approximation. 
The  interpolation method consists of finding a  poly- 
nomial which passes  exactly through each one of a given  set 
of points.     We can get this  result by using an interpolating 
polynomial of degree n-1,  where n is the number of given 
points.     This method  can be quite accurate and  easy  to use 
with a relatively "small" number of points.     However,   if 
we try to  interpolate  1000  points,  we would have  to use a 
999th degree polynomial,  which would be  extremely  "wiggly." 
This property is  due  to the  error term in interpolation, 
which is 
E(x)  = 
^r1 (x-Xi)F(
n+1M) 
i=1 ,  
(n+1)I 
where f€[Xl,xn+1].     Note that  if the  (n+1)
st derivative of 
PCx)  gets large  relative  to   (n+1)I,   this  error term can be- 
come extremely large when we have a large number of points, 
Therefore,  when using many points we can be sure only that 
the polynomial  passes  through the  given noints.     We have 
no idea about its behavior between these points.     For example, 
suppose we wanted to  interpolate at many points on the curve 
Our large-degree interpolating polynomial might look like 
which certainly  is  not an accurate approximation between 
points. 
Another disadvantage of interpolation is that we need 
to know the points exactly in order to interpolate accurately. 
A small error in one point can change significantly the co- 
efficients and hence the interpolating polynomial at that 
point. 
The disadvantages above do not apply to approximation. 
Therefore when we have a large number of points and/or data 
which may be in error it is safer to approximate. 
In the approximation problem we may have either the 
discrete case (given a set of points) or the continuous case 
(given a function over an entire interval).  In either case 
we seek to minimize the "distance" between the approximating 
function and the given function. 
The two most common methods of approximation are "least 
squares" and  "Chebychev"   lor   "minimax").     in least squares 
approximation we measure distance  just as we do in the plane; 
i.e.,  the distance  between the two  functions  is  the square 
root of the  sum of the  squares of the distances between the 
given points  and their approximating points.     In Chebychev 
approximation,  on the other hand,   the distance between the 
functions is defined as  the maximum distance between any of 
the given points and its approximating point. 
We can say m general that Chebychev approximation is 
"better" in the sense of being more uniform. For example, 
suppose we use least squares approximation at four points. 
We could get a "best" approximation either with the set of 
errors  (brJ>^rJ>J  or witi   the  set   (9,3,3,1),   since 
J 52+52+1,2+52   = JT00" 
and 
j 92+32+32+12  = J10O 
Thus it is possible using least squares to obtain the least 
possible overall error while still having relatively large 
error at certain points.  Since Chebychev approximation seeks 
to minimize the maximum distance, the errors are as a rule 
more nearly equal. 
An important use of approximation is that of "smoothing" 
functions.  Suppose that experimental data give a function 
which looks like 
Chebychev or least squares approximation using a low- 
degree polynomial will   "smooth the ripples" and give the 
form of the curve by eliminating  high frequency noise factors. 
B,    The Approximation Problem 
We will consider here only the approximation of real 
continuous  functions of  a single variable,  denoted by F(x) 
or simply  by F.     The approximation problem may be stated 
as follows: 
Given a real-valued continuous  function 
F defined on a  set X,  find  the  real- 
valued  approximating function P on X 
such that  the distance between P and F 
is a minimum. 
Such a function P is  called a  "best approximation." 
To  elaborate on this statement we now need  to define 
the method of measuring  the distance between F and  P,  which 
we want  to minimize.     The  "distance functions" are norms 
and metrics,   denoted by B II    and f (   )   respectively.     A norm 
on a vector  space of functions has  the following properties: 
1. ||p(x)l|>0 and   lJF(x)|| =0 if and only if F(x)*0. 
2. ||cF(x)l|*|e| ||F(x)]|  for all real numbers c. 
3. ||F(x)+GU)]|<l|F(x)|H|G(x)j|. 
Geometrically, a norm is the "length" of a vector in a given 
vector space. 
A metric measures the distance between two points in 
a vector space (in this case between two functions) and is 
defined as follows: 
1. i (F(x) ,F(x) )=0 and •?(F(x) ,G(x) )>0. 
2. £(F(x),GU))-£(GU),F(x)). 
3. {J(F(x),G(x;)^£(F(x),H(x))+ftH(x),G(x)). 
Note that  there  is a metric associated with every norm: 
^(x,y) = |lx-y||. 
An important class of norms is  that of  the "L  " norms, 
defined for functions by 
n 
F(x)||   =1   2:|F(Xi)|P 





for the continuous  case.     In each case p is  defined  to be 
£ 1,  since  the  triangle  inequality for the corresponding 
metric docs not hold  if p < 1.     We mention briefly the  three 
main L    norms. 
P 
The Li   norm is  defined as 
llFU)!^   =   £lFU±)\     or    =J   |F(x)|dx. 
i=1 a 
The L2 norm is the familiar "Euclidean norm": 
n 2C*    frb U,_M 2,  <* F(x)||2 = j .2" /F(Xl)|
2j  or =HjF(x)| dx 
Finally the "Lc^1 norm, or Chebychev norm, with which we 
are mainly concerned, is defined as 
llFU)|L= rnax|F(x)| . 
[a,b] 
The associated Chebychev metric is f(F(x),G(x)) = «ML|FU)-G(X)|. 
This norm is called "W since it behaves much the same as 
the L norms for very large values of p. 
In all L approximations we see* the function PU> which 
minimizes  the  appropriate norm llF(x)-P(x)\l. 
This brings us to the important consideration of the 
uniqueness of the "best" approximation P(x). The problem is 
best illustrated by looking at the unit spheres of the Lp 
norms. A unit sphere is defined as the set of all X such 
that the distance from X to the origin is one; i.e., 
{(X,0)=1 or ||X|I=1. The following diagran illustrates the 
unit  spheres  for the L-|,   L2»  and Lop norms  in two-dimensional 
space.    The unit  spheres  for 2<p«*> lie between the L2 and 
Loospheres. 
0,o) 
It is easy  to  see how these are constructed.     Note that   for 
lv x+y=1   for all  (x,y); for L2,   (x
2 + y2)**1 -* x2 ♦ y2=1, 
which is  the  familiar equation  of a circle;   for I*, 
max Cx,y)=1   for all   U,y)  on the unit  sphere. 
Also observe  that all unit  spheres except L-,   and I^will 
have  "curved"  sides.     At this point we need a brief definition 
of a  "convex"  set.     A sot K is  called  convex if for every 
X,Y in K,   the  line  segment  connecting X and Y is also in K. 
Furthermore,   K is  said  to be strictly convex if every line 
segment connecting  two  points  in K lies completely  in the 
interior of K.     Hence,  all unit spheres except ^   and Lc*> 
are  strictly convex sets,  while Ly   and L. are merely convex 
sets. 
Given a vector space V of functions,  the function PU) 
in V wfich is the best approximation to F(x) depends on the 
norm being used.  The approximation problem can be viewed 
Intuitively as a process of expanding the unit snhere of 
the norm in question.  The best approximation to F(x) at a 
noint x is found by placing a unit sphere at x and expanding 
this sphere uniformly until it "touches" V.  The point at 
which it "first" touches V is the best approximation to F(x). 
To illustrate this, we must use a very simple example. 
Suppose V is a line and we want to find the best approximation 
to a point x not on the line. 
Case 1;  L1 approximation 
Ca) Here we get a unique 
best approximation 
at point A. 
(b) 
Ca se 2:  L2 approximation 
-V 
Here there is no unique 
best approximation. 
There are infinitely 
many points which touch 
V at the same time. 
In every case we will 
get a unique best 
approximation A. 
8 
Case 3: he  approximation 
Here we get a unique 
best approximation A, 
But here, as m the L-j 
case, ther- are infinitely 
many "best" approximations, 
The above drawings illustrate the fact that with strictly 
convex unit spheres, i.e., "curved sides," we are always 
guaranteed a unique best approximation, but with the L-, and 
Loo norms there may not be a unique one. 
C. Choosing an Approximating Function 
Basically, the choice of an appropriate approximating 
function depends on intuition and on an understanding of the 
properties of the function being approximated.  However there 
are a few guidelines available. 
The main objective is to find an approximating function 
whic:: has generally the "same behavior" as the given function. 
In practice there are only a few types of functions from 
which to choose.  These include polynomials, rational functions, 
trigonometric sums, logarithmic and exponential functions, 
Bessel functions, and piecewise polynomials. 
M 
The most common and easiest to apply are those with a 
limited range of behavior, i.e., the polynomials and 
trigonometric sums.  These are accurate for functions with 
fairly "smooth" variations, but cannot approximate sharp 
bends followed by "flat" behavior as shown. 
Note that the polynomial tends to "curve" more gently and to 
have a smaller slope.  It is sometimes possible by increasing 
the degree of a polynomial to more closely approximate 
functions with such behavior, but this can make the approx- 
imating function quite complicated and often difficult to 
evaluate. 
More flexibility can be gained by using rational functions 




where P and  Q are polynomials.     Low degree rational functions 
can take on forms impossible  to approximate except by high 
degree polynomials.     For  instance,  rational functions  have 
singulariries at points where  the denominator vanishes,  and 
therefore  they are useful  for approximating functions with 
singularities.     Also  rational  functions can take on Infinite 
values  for  finite x values, whereas polynomials  cannot,  and 
thus can approximate over an infinite range.     (A simple 
10 
example is 1/x.)  Computation of rational approximations 
is much more difficult than that of polynomials, but this 
disadvantage becomes less important with the development of 
new techniques and high-speed computers. 
There are other classes of approximating functions 
which are in some cases more desirable than either poly- 
nomials or rationals.  For instance a function using ex- 
ponentials s! ould be used if F increases of decreases ex- 
ponentially.  Another class Is that of "piecewise" poly- 
nomials, which divide the given interval into several 
smaller intervals by a set of points called "joints." Be- 
tween these joints the approximating function is a polynomial 
of specified degree.  An important subclass of this group 
is that of "spline functions", which are n  degree piecewise 
polynomials joined so that they have n-1 continuous deriva- 
tives; i.e., there can be a discontinuity at the joints only 
in the n  derivative. 
11 
CHAPTER  II 
1 
A.    An Intuitive Approach to  Chebychev Approximation 
i.       Suppose we are given two  points and wish to find the 
"best" approximating constant  function,  P(x)Ec,   to  these 
using Chebychev approximation. 
pa) 
Note that  here  the  two  errors E-|   and  Eg are equal and 
alternating. 
2.       Now if we  shift P(.x)  up,  note  that  E2  becomes larger. 
Thus the maximum error becomes larger;  but  since we want  to 
minimize  the maximum error,  moving  Plx)  gives a worse Cheby- 
chev approximation. 
Therefore  the  best approximating  function in this  case  is 
that m which  the  e/rors are equal  and alternating. 
3.       Wow loox at a  similar  case using the points P., ,  P2,  and 
P3 which we want  to approximate by a line P(x)=Ax+B.     Again 
the errors  are equal and alternating. 
^ 
12 
k.      Moving  the function again,  we can make  E<   and  E3 
smaller,   but  at  the  same time we make Ep larger,  and thus 
go contrary  to  our purpose in Chebychev approximation. 
P. 
Therefore our best approximation is again the one  in which 
the errors are  equal and alternating.     This  can be extended 
to cases  involving more points. 
5.      We have been using straight line approximating  functions 
as illustrations.     Note also  that the  same properties are 
true when the  approximating polynomial  is  of degree ^ 2. 
6.      A good question is:     Why must the errors alternate? 
Why can they  not all  fall  on  the  "same  side"  of the 
13 
approximating  function? 
In this drawing,   the  errors are all  "above"  the function. 
However,  note  that we can  "shift" the function as  shown. 
7. 
Now there are no  errors at the  points,  and therefore 
the function in drawing 6 was  not the best approximation 
at all. 
As a  rule,  when all the errors are on the same  side  of 
the approximating function,  a better approximation can 
be found.     There are  some exceptions  to this  rule,  but  we 
will not consider  these here.     Approximation problems which 
obey the rule are  called  "normal." 
B.    Minimax Polynomial    Approximation 
Let us now consider  the problem of approximating a 
function F in the closed interval  |>,b],  using a polynomial 
Pn of degree <  n where n is  some non-negative integer.     For 




1. The polynomial Pn such that max  |Pn-F| is  a 
Ca,b] 
minimum  (absolute  error criterion),  or 
2. The  polynomial Pn  such  that max  )Pn-F j is a minimum 
fo,b]  —-p- [ 
(relative error criterion). 
Since Chebychev approximation minimizes  the maximum error 
over the interval,   it is  often called minimax, approximation. 
We v/ill be concerned only with  the absolute  error  criterion, 
since it is used in our computer applications. 
F.L.   Chebychev developed the basic minimax polynomial 
approximation  theorem.     Fike P+3   states it as  follows: 
Let u(x)   denote a function continuous 
in a  closed,   finite interval  fa,b],  and 
let v(x)   denote a function continuous and 
nonzero  in   [a,b).     Let Vn denote  the 
set of polynomials of degree ^ n.   . 
There  exists a unique polynomial  Pn(
x) 
in Vn such that 
max 
fa,bl 
pf(x)-u(x)     = min      max. 
?&) PnfeVn   fa,b] 
lEftDd-uCx) 
v(x 
Let  Pn(x)   denote a  polynomial    in Vn. 
Then Pn(x)   is  P#(x)   if and only if 
there exists  N? n+2 points in  fa,bj, 
*        *- *- *■ 
x1  /: X2 ^ »»*<•••< 
XH ' 
such that 
? ^-u(xk*)  =   (-O>*for k=1,2,3, 
*1 = max   |Pvj(x)-u(x) 
,r 
I . M n(x) 
wnere I/* '     fa>bl |  VW 
We can make  the following  important observation concerning 
this theorem: 
When v(x)=1   and u(x)=F,   the  quantity 
Enlxl-u(x) | becomes  the  absolute error function 
15 
|P (x)-F(x)|.  In this case the theorem states that there is 
ft 
a unique  polynomial Pn of degree 4. n which approximates  F 
with mir.imax absolute error in £a,bj.     Further we  see  that 
P*(x)  is uniquely characterized by the fact that  the absolute n 
error function has  at least n+2 extreme  noihts in fa,bj at 
which it  is  alternately positive  and  negative and  at which 
p„ and F are equally far apart. n 
The  ooints x* ,  x* ,   ...,  x* at which the error function 
has maximum magnitude are   called   "critical points" and   the 
oscillation of  the  function between these  points   is called 
"equal  ripple." 
It  is  important to note that this  theorem assures us 
that there does  indeed exist a unique  solution to  the 
•nir.iraax polynomial  approximation problem. 
C.    Minimax Rational Approximation 
Having dealt  with the fundamentals of minimax polynomial 
approximation,  let us  now turn to the rational case.     The 
theory is  quite  similar to  that for  polynomials. 
Whereas  before we were interested in approximating in 
the set of polynomials  of degree ^n,   now we are doing  so  in 
a set of rational  functions denoted by Vmjn[a,b]   .    A function 
in this  set can be  expressed as an irreducible fraction 
Pm(x)/Q  (x)  where  P and  Q are  polynomials   of degrees £ m and 
^n respectively,   and  Qn(x)  ^  0  in [a,b]. 
Chebychev's  theorem on rational approximation is a 
generalization of  the  polynomial  theorem,  and  states \_h\: 
16 
Let u(x) denote a function continuous 
in a finite interval Ta,b], and let v(x) 
denote a function continuous and nonzero 
in U,bJ.  Let Vm nfa,b"] denote the 
family of rational functions defined above. 
There exists a unique rational function 
R,*n(x) in V^ n[a,b3 such that 
max  I Rin*n(x)  -u(x)  I = min  -1,1.11V 
Ca,b]     v(x) 
A rational  function 
max 
^n,n«Vm>n   Ta,b] 
B»n(x)  "u(x) *m 
Rn n(x)  is R^^ix)  if and 
only  if  there exist  N>'m+n+2 noihis  in 
fa,bj, 
X1 ^ x2 ^ X^ . . .^Xjf 
such that 
am,nCyt)-u(xJS')   =  (-1)k//for k=1,2,3,... ,N 
nxfr 
where \p$\ = S£} •u(x>) max (a,.bj 
If P  (x)   is identically zero,   then in the 
abov§ statement we need only N?m+2. 
We can observe  the absolute  error  case: 
If v(x)=1   and u(x)=F,  then 
v(x) 
n(x)  - F(x) 
is an absolute error function,  and  the theorem states   the 
existence of a unique  rational  function in Vmjn[a,b/   which 
approximates  F with mimmax absolute  error  in(_a,bj. 
The phenomenon of equal ripple is observed here also, 
with rn+n+2  critical points. 
It is  of interest  to note that,  while m and n may 
theoretically be  any non-negative  integers,  practical  ex- 
perience shows  that  the  best  choices  for rational approximations 
are those in which m and n are  equal or nearly so,   since 
rcore accuracy is obtained in  such approximations.     This 
phenomenon becomes more  important when m and n are large. 
17 
An important  question is  that of whether to use 
Dolynoraial or rational  approximation-when faced with a 
given problem.     It  is usually true  that rational approximation 
gives better  results  than polynomial approximation having 
the same number of coefficients.     This advantage  increases 
wit!;  the number of coefficients in the approximation. 
i-lote  that here we are  considering only linear approx- 
imation.     Given a basis  for our vector   space of approximating 
functions,  we generate  this vector  space by forming linear 
combinations of  the basis  elements.     For  example,   the usual 
basis for the space of polynomials  is  the set   (1 ,x,x  ,   ...   x ), 
Our vector  space is made up of combinations of the form 
AQ + A1x + A2x
2 +  ...  + Anx
n. 
We do not  include non-linear combinations such as 





A.    Introduction 
Before  considering the applications of linear pro- 
framming to minima* approximations,  we must discuss briefly 
the general linear  programming problem.     It will be necessary 
here to assume a  basic knowledge of linear algebra.     A 
good mathematical background  is  presented  In [?]. 
The problem may be  stated as follows: 
Find the vector X=(x.,  x2,   ...,  xn)  which minimizes the 
objective  function 
cX=c1x1   + C2X2 +  '••   + cnxn 
subject to  the  constraints XA£ 0 for  j=1,2,...,n. 
and anx1   + a12x2 +  •••  + a1nxn-b1 
a 21 x1   + a22x2 +  •••   + a2nxn£b2 
aBlx1   + a^?x2 +  ...   ♦ amnxn^bm 
where the latter  set of equations is written  simply as 
AX^b.     We assume  that this last  set of equations has  been 
multiplied by -1   where necessary to make all  inequalities 
^ for i=1,2,...,m. 
We define a linear functional,   f(x),   to be a  real- 
valued function on an n-dimensional vector space such that 
for X=rtY +^Z, 
f(X)=f(4Y fy5Z)=4fOO + y5f(Z) 
for X,  Y,   Z n-dimenslonal vectors  andd,y0  scalars.     The 
following  theorem will be useful later. 
Theorem ^.1;     cX is a linear functional for  the x± 
satisfying  the constraints above. 
JU 
19 
Proof;     Let X,  Y,   Z be vectors  satisfying the given constraints, 
and let <Affl   be  scalars.     Suppose X= Y +    Z. 
i;owY=(y1, y2>   •••> yn) 
and •'(■i»  z2'  •••'  "n*!  therefore, 
■lYsWy.j, 4y2»   ...,^yn)  and^Z=(/zi,^z2,   ...,/6zn). 
Thus we know      X= (o< y 1, d y2,   . ..,dyn) +  cy3z.,,yaz2,   ...,y*zn) 
=Cc<y1
+^zi»^y2+^z2' ••• 'rtyn+y3zn) 
And by definition 
cX = e1Cdy1+/>i)  
+ c2(rty2+/3z2)  + ...  + cn(<^yn+^zn) 
=clo(y1   + cly6z1   + c^yg 
+ c^Zj + ... + c^yn + cn£zn 
=^((c1y1   + c2y2 + ...  + cnyn) *fi(e^   + c?z2 + ...   + cnzr) 
cX = rtcY +y3cZ. QED 
We can transform  the constraints into a  set  of linear 
equalities  by  introducing m non-negative  slack variables,, 
one in each equation,   giving us  the linear system: 
a11z1   + a12x2 +  ...  + a1nxn + xn+1 
a21x1   + a22x2  +  •••   + a2nxn 
+x n+2 
=b1 
^1*1   + *T&*-7>  + + a ran 
xn 
+xn+m =b n 
.0!,"! 
•rfe added m slacK variables,   and note that the  coefficient 
matrix for  these variables is \,  the mxm identity matrix. 
Thus we may write  the  system as   (A,^)X=b   [12].     This  syst. 
can now be  solved. 
Some basic  definitions must be stated before  the dis- 
cussion can proceed.     These are: 
1.    A set of m linearly independent columns of  (A,E^)   is 
called a basis.     The numbers of the columns which form  the 
basis  are  called basic  indices.     Variables with basic  indices 
are called  basic variables;   other variables are called 
20 
non-basic variables 
2. A feasible;  solution to the problem is a vector 
X=(xi,  xp,   •••,  xn)   which satisfies  the constraints men- 
tioned above.     If no  feasible  solution exists,  the linear 
program Is  called infeasible. 
3. A manjjaum feasible  solution is a feasible  solution 
whlc    also minimizes the objective function cX. 
k.    A convex combination of points Pj_,  i-1,2,...,n,   is  some 
roint P=dlP1   +tf2P2  +  ...   
+°fn
pn where  the0(i are non-negative 
scalars  such  that 
n 
i=1 L   J 
The set of all convex combinations of two points is the 
line segment connecting these points. 
(i. A c_-.ny.ex set K is a set of noints such that for any two 




also in K. 
6. A closed convex set is one which contains its boundary 
points. 
7. An  extreme point Z of a convex set K is  a point which 
cannot be expressed as a convex combination  of any two 
distinct points  in K. 
3.     The convex J_lU of a  set of points  S is  the  smallest 
convex set containing  3. 
Geometrically,   a convex set K can be pictured as 
21 
The extreme point  Z can be viewed as one of the  "corners" 
of Jv. 
Theorem 3.2:     The set K of all  feasible solutions  to 
the linear programming problem is convex. 
Proof.:     <rfe must prove  that  every convex combination of two 
feasible  solutions  is  Itself a feasible  solution.     If  there 
is only one  feasible  solution,   the  theorem is obviously true. 
Supnose  then that  there are at least  two  solutions x..   and 
X2«    Then Ax..=b and Ax2=b,  and x..,  Xp^O by definition. 
We can write  a  convex combination of x-j   and x2 as 
X=^x1   +  (1-tf)x2       for 0*rf$1< 
Note  that X is non-negative since all  the factors involved 
are non-negative.     Now 
AX = AWx1   +  I1-*0x2) 
= OlAx*   +   (1-oDAx2 
= <Ab +   (1-4)b 
=  b 
Therefore X is  in K and K is a convex set. QED 
Note that K is  formed by the intersection of  the finite 
constraint  sets mentioned  in the definition of the problem, 
and therefore has a boundary consisting of parts of  the 
hyperplanes  formed by  the  constraints.     (A hyperplane  is 
22 
an "object"  formed by one linear condition in E ;   in E 
a linear condition defines a line,   in E,  a plane,   etc.) 
The constraints  state  that  the linear combinations of 
x   are always less   than or equal  to bj_;   therefore K includes 
these boundaries  and is a  closed  convex set.     K may be  either 
void,  a convex polygon,  or an unbounded convex region. 
If K is void,   the  linear programming  problem has no 
solution.     If it  is unbounded,   a  solution exists,  but the 
minimum may be unbounded,     however,   if K is a  convex poly- 
gon,  we can be  sure  that  there is  a minimum finite  solution 
to the problem.     Therefore we assume that all sets K dis- 
cussed here are convex polygons. 
Theorem  "3.^:     A minimum feasible  solution X occurs at 
an extreme  point of K. 
Proof:    We have  assumed  that K is a convex polygon;  there- 
fore K has  a  finite number of  extreme  points.     Let us  denote 
the objective  function by cX and  the extreme points by 
r.v   x2,   ...   ,xn.     Call  the minimum feasible solution xQ. 
Then we know that  CXQ^CX^    for i=1,2,...,n.     If XQ is  an 
extreme point,   then the  theorem is automatically true. 
But  suopose x    Is  not  an extreme point.     Then xQ can be 
written as a convex combination of the extreme points  of K. 
n n 
(x6 =   5.  tfUxi     where fl(i> 0 and       Z.   <4i 
=1 • ^ 
1=1 i"1 
Thus since we have already shown that  cX is a linear 
rn 
functional,  we know that 
cxQ =  c(   jt   ckfy)   =o(1cx1   +rf2cx2 +  ...   
+tfncxn = 
where m is  the minimum ©f cX for all X in K. 
Now we know that all ria*Q#   and  therefore we can substitute 
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for each CXJ_ the minimum value of CXJ_.  Let c^ be this 
minimum value.  Then 
cx0^1CXn + <*2cxm +  '"   +flncxm 
= (^ + <*2 
+ ••• +dn)cxm = cxm 
We also assume that CXQ^ CX for all x in K; therefore since 
cXju-cxQ-cXm , then CXQ = cxm = m.  Therefore a minimum 
feasible solution occurs at an extreme point of K.   QED 
Proofs of theorems 3*2 and 3.3 came largely from [5j. 
3. The Simplex Method 
Theorem 3.3 assures us that to find the desired minimum 
feasible solution to a given linear programming problem, it 
is necessary only to look at the extreme points of K.  The 
Simplex Method is a procedure which finds an extreme point and 
then determines if it is a minimum feasible solution.  If 
this point is not the desired minimum, the method proceeds 
to find the next extreme point which makes the value of the 
objective function less than or equal to the preceding value. 
(Again referring to the figure above, we can think of the 
Simplex Method as "going around the boundary of K and 
examining the corners.")  A minimum feasible solution can 
thus be found in a finite number of steps. 
Using this method we can determine whether the problem 
has a feasible solution and a finite minimum solution, and 
if so v/hat the desired minimum feasible solution is. 
C Application to Minimax Polynomial Approximation 
Now we turn again to the polynomial minimax problem. 
That is, we wish to minimize the maximum value of 
l\ 
2M- 
|p(x )  - FCx^J I    for k=1,2,...,n. 
,Ie can introduce   6>0 and formulate the following  linear 
programming problem: 
Minimize £ subject to the constraints 
P(x, ) - F(xk) ^ e 
for k=1,2,...,n 
and    P(Xfc)  - FUk)  - "6 
(Note  that  these constraints follow from the one constraint 
|PU> )  - PCxk)| £ £ ,  which leads  to    -££PUk)  - F(xk)^£ ). 
We can  express  the polynomial  P(x)  as 
m 
PUK) = ckQ ♦ 
i=1 
ckixi where the c^ are constants, 
and express F(xjc) as yk . 
Then we have: 
Minimize 6 subject to 
m 
cko + ^ cklXi - yk ^ e 
m 
and Cko + 2 c^Xi - yk £ - * 
i=1 
which is equivalent to: 
*k0 
+ .2. ckiXi - e £ yk 
1=1 
m 
and -ck0 + ^. cklXj_ - 6 £ -yk 
i=1 
for k=1,2,... ,n 
We now have a linear programming problem with 2n con- 
straints, and the Simplex Method can be applied to solve it. 
One slight modification is necessary, however, before 
this method is effective.  Remember that the linear pro- 
grammlng problem assumes that the variables x for which it 
is solving are non-negative.  In the approximation problem 
1 
2b 
we are solving for the coefficients of the approximating 
polynomial, which may be negative in the best approximation. 
Therefore we must express each coefficient c- as 
ci = al " b wnere both ai and b are non-negative and where 
b is the same for every a1? i-1,2,...,n.  Intuitively this 
"shifts" the convex set of feasible solutions entirely into 
the first quadrant. 
Thus the problem becomes finally: 
Minimize e subject to 
m 
(a;c0-b) + 2. (aki-b)xi - 6 <  yk 
m 
and -(ak0-b)   -   2-    (a^-b)^  - G < -yk 
i=1 
k=1,2,...,n 
D.    Application to Minimax Rational Approximation 
Remember  that  in this case we want  to  find 
HUJ  = P(xJ/Q(x)   such that the maximum value of J F(xk)  - R(.xk) 
=  |F(xc)  -  P(xkV^(xk) |  is minimized.     Suppose we pick £? 0 
just as in the polynomial case.     Then the problem is: 
Minimize £  subject  to  the constraints 
Fuk) - P(xk;/Quk; ^ e 
and    -FUk;   + PUkJ/Q(xk) £ € 
'lie assume that  P(x)  and  QUJ   have no  common factor.     Further- 
more,   to prevent division by zero,  we assume that  Q(x)   is 
bounded away from zero;   I.e.,   Q(x)"£c>0 for some constant 
k=1,2, ,n 
c. 
The constraints  thus become: 
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F(xic)Q(xk)   - P(x,c)£eQUK) 
-F{^)quw) + puk) < eQC^) 
- «<V £ -c 
for k=1,2,...,n 
Introducing  the notation p^   = P^X^)  and <kj   =  QjC^),  and 
y, = Ftx^),   and adding another unknown L,  winch will  be 
exnlained below,   the problem finally becomes: 
Minimize      subject  to  the  constraints: 
j=0  y-4kj  j       i=o  -^ii       ,=0  





which resembles a linear programming  problem,     however the 
constrain.s as  stated are not linear  in ^  and Bj   since 6 is 
unknown;   tl ereforc we  do not yet have a  true linear programming 
problem.     We  can form  such a problem by assinging to & a positive 
value eQ.     The problem can then be solved using an iterative 
•    ique described by Loeb [9]  as  the  "linear inequality 
method." 
By letting   6 = 60 > 0,  vie make  the  constraints  linear 
with unknowns ^  and B^ .     We  then as.c the  question  "are there 
rational approximations  to  F(x)  with  the maximum deviation 
max    I F(x. )  - RCx. )/  < £Q   ?" 
This  question can be answered by linear programming 
methods,  using  the variable L as an objective function. 
If L is found  to  be non-positive,   the linear program  has a 
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feasible  solution for  the given value of 6 . 
To obtain our answer,  we apply the technique iteratively. 
If a solution is  found    for  the original £0, we try to  find 
a solution for   € - £-j ^ 6- Q»     If no  solution can be found for 
•   , we try   ^=^1 > en»     
Tnus we finally arrive at   the smallest 
£ (within bounds on error and number of iterations)   for which 
a solution exists,   and  this t is  the answer  to our linear 
programming  problem.     The method used is that of "halving  the 
interval,"     and can be described a» follows: 
1. Let (z     = £ max  Jp(xr) | and At= K/2. 
(We know that a  solution exists for   £ = max  /F(x-r)/  since 
max    IFOO  -  R(x  )|<   max   IF(X )|when R(x )  = 0.     Therefore 
we can actually set £Q  at  the value stated.)    Let At = ^  /2. 
2. For the  ith  Iteration do one of the following: 
a.    If both €     and f- give feasible  solutions,  let 
i i-1 
b. 
ei+1 =61 _Ae. 
If £     gives a  feasible solution and 6        does not,  let 
A£= A6/2 and t.+1   = £±   -A€. 
c. If 6 gives  feasible  solution and ^  does not,  let 
/^e = A^/2 and *1<M   ■ €±   + At» 
d. if neither £     nor 6,,   gives a  feasible  solution,  let 
Ci+1   =6±  +46. 
Uote  that li-n ^6 = 0.     Thus we can get  the minimum feasible 
t with arbitrary accuracy. 
In essence,   the above process amounts to the following: 
Choose £     first to halve  the range of ap proximation.     Then 
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if a feasible  solution can be found with &0,   halve the lower 
half of the interval;   if no  such solution can be found,  halve 





It is  useful  to  know some approximation methods which 
are not minimax methods,   since in many cases  these are for 
practical  nurposes as accurate,  and much easier to  calculate 
than are minimax approximations. 
An excellent  approximation to a function F(x)   is  the 
;;aclaurin series   Qo 
F(x)  =  2    CvX* 
k=o 
If we  truncate this  series after the  term cnx  ,  we obtain 
a polynomial of degree ^ n which approximates F(x)   for x 
near  zero.     Power  series  expansions are known for many 
functions,   and are easy to manipulate algebraically.    Also, 
if we are working with a power  series expansion of F(x),  we 
do not need  to be able  to  evaluate F(x)  directly. 
The main disadvantage of the power series method is that 
it usually does not give as good an apnroximation as do other 
methods. 
There  is  no  general method for determining exactly the 
coefficients  of minimax polynomial approximations,  and numerical 
methods are usually used  to  compute approximate values  for 
these coefficients.     An important iterative method of  this 
type is known as  Remez1  method. 
Suppose we want  to  determine the best approximation 
?*(x)   to F(x),   and assume that the  error  function Pn(x)   -  F(x) 
is standard.     Then we know from Chebychev's  theorem that 
P*(x)  - F(x)   has  exactly n+2 critical points  in  [a,b],   in- 
cluding  the end points.     These may be written as 
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a=x^ ^ x2 < x^ < ... < xn+2=b 
and we know that 
for k=1,2,...,n+2, where 
//A*/ = max |pt(x) - F(x)l. 
[a,bj' n 
Since we do not know the critical noints, we cannot solve 
the system of linear equations above.  The purpose of Remez* 
method is to compute iteratively the values of the xk, u*~, 
and the coefficients of Pn(x). 
The method is: 
1. Select n+2  numbers xk,  k=1,2,   ...   ,n+2,   sue!'  that 
a=Xi<x2<x3<... <xn+2 =b. 
2. Compute  the  coefficients of some polynomial Pn(x)= 
a    + a.x, +  ...   + a xf1 and  some number jx by solving  the linear 
system 
n k 
a0  + a-|Xj- +  ...   + anxk -  (-1)/* = F(xk) 
for k=1,2,   ...,  n+2. 
Q>  «i »   • •• i   an>  and^/t. a c for the n+2 unknowns a. 
3.      Locate  the  extreme points  in [a,b] of the  error function 
P (x)  - F(x).     Assume here  that  there are  exactly n+2 of n 
these,   including  the endpoints.     Call  them yk as follows: 
a=71< y2<  7$* <   yn+2  =b 
*.      Replace xk by yk for k=1,2,   ...,   n+2,   and repeat beginning 
with step 2. 
We want xlc to  converge  to xk,   ak  to ak,  and u- to jU .     It 
can be proved  that  this does occur for any starting values 
for which the value of  u   is  computed  to be nonzero. 
•i 
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Reraez' method can be extended to the rational case 
by a similar procedure using m+n+2 extreme points. For 
a detailed explanation,   see  \kj. 
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The simplex subroutine DSIMPL can be used to solve a 
linear programming problem of the form: 
n 
Minimize X.   C<x, 
3=1 J
AJ 
subject to the constraints 
X aijxj = bj 
J 
1*1,2, 
and x >, 0; j=1,2,...,n, where C , 
'«• 
i B 
b are fixed numbers. 
The calling sequence is 
CALL DS1MPL(II,M,N,A,B,C,K0,X,P,JH,XX,Y,PE,E,DS0LN) 
where    II = 0 
M = number of rows 
N = number of variables 
A, B, C are as above 
KO = a subscripted variable of dimension 6 
X = a subscripted variable of dimension N or more 
P,JH,XX,Y, and PE = subscripted variables of 
dimension M or more ~ 
E = a subscripted variable of dimension M or more 
Upon exiting form the subroutine, 
DSOLN(i), 1=1,2,...,n contains the solution x(i), i=1,2,...,n 
P(i). i=1,2....,m contains the shadow prices 
K0(1) contains a 0 if problem was feasible, 1 if problem was 
infeasible, 2 if problem had infinite solution, and 4- 
or 5 if algorithm did not terminate. 
K0(2) is the number of iterations taken 
K.0(3) is number of pivots performed since last inversion 
KOC^) is number of inversions performed 
K0(5) is number of pivot steps performed 
K0(6) contains number of the variable that was infinite, if 
problem had infinite solution 
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(Approximation of two points by a line) 
Note that this case of approximation is essentially the 
same as interpolation, since we are using a polynomial of 
degree n-1 to approximate n points.  Therefore we would expect 
the error to be zero.  The problem is a simple one, and was 
especially set up so that answers could easily be checked. 
The original equation is  Ox + 92 = y 
and the given points are x1 = 67 and = 324 
We wish to approximate using P(x) = Ax + B, and hope to 
obtain A = 0 and B = 92. 
The problem is set up for linear programming as follows: 
-Ax - B + v « € for X1} X2 y *  
Ax + B - y * e 
and expressing each coefficient as the difference of two positive 
numbers, we obtain 
-(A-C)x - (B-C) + y *C 
(A-C)x + (B-C) - y £ (r 
or -Ax +Cx -B +C +y <  € 
Ax -Cx +B -C -y £ £ 
which finally becomes 
-Ax -B +C(x+1)  - (: <? -y 
Ax +B -C(x+1 )  - (r <   y 
for  x1,   x2 
Thus our linear programming matrix of constraints is 
f-92 
£       -92 
92 
-67 -1 68      -1 
-324 -1 32!>    -1 
67 1 -68    -1 
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THRAPP 
(Approximation of three points by a quadratic) 
In this case again we  have essentially an interpolation 
problem,  and again we expect zero error. 
The original equation is       l6x2 ♦ 35x + 40 = y,  and 
the given points are      x1=20,     x2=30,     x3=50. 
Calculations give y^ho,  y =1^90,   y =1+1790 
We will approximate using  P(x)*Ax    + B,   + C.     The linear 
programming problem is  set up as follows: 
- £ .5 Ax2 + Bx + C-y<€ 
or -Axf -Bx»C+y<fc 
Ax    +  Bx+C-y<£ 
and putting in the necessary positive constant 
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U-D)X^ + IB-D;X + (C-D; - y < ^ 
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-Ax§ -Bx - C + (x +1 )D  - (= 6  -y 
Ax +Bx + C-U+I;D-£< y 
and the constraint matrix becomes 
" 
— — .■■■^... 
for x 
-^O -20 -1 1+01 
-900 -30 -1 901 
-2500 -50 -1 2501 
*K)0 20 1 -401 
900 30 1 -901 
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-o.m7qqqqqqqqqqqqqn os 0.7i3qq9qqqqqq9qq9n 01 
JFC'TVE   FUNCTION 
0.  99999449   ))1'.       . 
0.0 
0.0 





""«    V»I"T?   OF   OPJECTIVP   P'lMfT^'i    ' • 
,VH )V)T »S "   > 1 7 473    0? 
0.0 
o.aoo^o ̂ o^so??T^fl?r o?   I /W   l<* 6-- 35" C=fo 
SO ELAPSED  TTHB TITC   -'""if''    :    'Ti' :>").970      RWOfil   nr d 
k*    Tf?r?>'pn Pi.APr.Er) TTAF .' TASK   p^'x-^ssT'n   ITI* ro^. ^«       coP.ONcn.i 
1 'i.r 





[■•■■• I "-Tr)»i 
0. 1fi00O00000SQ11| 
- 
0.0 o.o 0.(1 
I"""""    VAT'TP   OF    n",T 
CORRECTION 
PRECEDING IMAGE HAS BEEN 
REFILMED 
TO ASSURE LEGIBILITY OR TO 









-OI   i"-Tf)»| 
0. 1fi00OQ0000SQ 1 1 170    0"> 0. vn )*}<*!'vm&2]iwo o? 0. ,»OOOOnoeiSO??r»rilV"'   n;j 1 /^   U* 6-- 35" 
/r.,T»n«    VM'T    IF   OR.TECTIVF   P'!NrT'".|     -• 0.0 
C»fo 
** * ** PXAPS5T)   TTfE TASK   PBOCE fl   I    IT1E :01.<>70      T^TJPV   m" 
******      Tjff?AP" RI.APSRb   TTHF nsx  psorpssrv;   IHE —109.08        COP.'JVCr, .1 
.  .   . ,.    Vl t r 




(Approximation of three points by a line) 
The purpose of this program is to illustrate the fact 
that by using a polynomial of degree less than that needed 
for interpolation we get a less accurate approximation. 
The problem is the same as that for TIIRAPP: 
16X
2
 + 35x ♦ kO  • y, evaluated at x1=20, x2=30, x3=50. 
We will approximate using P(x)=Ax + B, and therefore the 
linear programming set-up is the same as for TWOAPP.  The 
constraint matrix is 
-20 - 
-30 - 
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//  pr»f  "riLNKGO    
//"PPT.SYSTN   DO   * 






































C    APPROYTNATTON   0»   THREE   POINTS   BY   A   LTBE 
DOUBLE   PRECISION    A (6 , 1 01 , B(6) ,C ( 10) , P (6) , TT (6) ,Y (6) , PE (6) , 
*Y(10) , E(36),0S0LN ( 10) ,.TH(6) ,T (10) , BTNOB.I 
nT1»NSION   K0(6) 
WRI ^E(3,6) 
BEAD (1 ,1) TT,H,N,N» 
00   2    T»1,B 
2      READ(1,«) (A(T,J) ,4*1,11 
READ(1,200) (R(T) ,T«1f N) 
no   •>   1-1 ,N 
5      C(T)»0.0 
C(NR)=1.0 
C   PPTNT  ODT   A,B,AND   C   VAUTES 
VRT~E(3, 10?) 
On   2 0   T=1,N 
20      WRTTE(3, 100)  (A (T, J) , J* 1, ") 
WRITE (3,101)  (B(I) ,T»1,N) 
WRITE(3, 00) (0(T)  ,T=1 , N) • 
CALL   D STB PL (TI,H,N ,A,B,C,NO,Y, P, .7H, XX, Y, PE, E, DSOLN) 
NR1 = NR-1 
NR2=NR-2 
DO  7   T-1,NR2 
7      T(T) =DS0LN (T)-DSOT.N(N»1) 
HRI^E(3,97) (T(T) ,1=1,NR?) 
BTNOBJ=0.0 
DO    13   I»1 ,N 
HTNOB.I = NTNOB.HC (I) *DSOLN(T) 
WRIT* (1 ,?H) ^TMOR.1 




BORNAT(«    NATRTY   OE   CONSTRAINTS,    BY   PONS') 
BORN AT(«»r29. 16) 
"OPIATf/*    RTGHT   HAND   SIDE   V ECTOR* / (UD2R. 1 6) ) 
EORNAT(/«    OB.T'CTTVP   "nNOTTON • / (•     ',UD29.16)) 
"OR-IA-M/'    SOLDTIOBV(2D2«T 16) ) 
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SfJBPPOORAMS   CALLEO 
SYMBOL LOCATION SYMPOt 
DSIMPL 6 64 
STB BO I. LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION 
C 2E« P }«R YY 378 
Y aoR B USB DSOLN b7H 
EO 64B 
FORMAT   STATEMENT MAP 
BOL            LOCATION SYMBOL 
1                     6 0 0 'I 













TOTAL MEMORY REOUIRRNFNTS O0OR3A BYTES 
F-LRVL   LINKAGE   POT^OR   OPTTONS   SPECIFIED   HAP, I. T ST 
****riSERPROG      DO'S    HOT   FT 1ST    EDT   HAS    BEEN    ADDED   TO   DATA    SB* 
"lOnilT.F    «t»t» 
CONTROL   SECTION 
NAUR ORIGIN      LENGTH 
FHTTT 







IHCCOHH* 70D0 roo 
THCHOPT   * 2FD0 B 

















FNTov   AZORES1 



























FTOCSt 4450 1 
***** T.FRO ELAPST)   TT1F TASK    PROCESSING   'THE 
SAPD 











v SIN    DP   * ■  
'"""A^TON   OF   TH"FF  POINTS    BT 
OP   CONSTRAINTS,   BV    ROMS 
.1999Q99999999999P    02 
. ono00999999999900    00 
_Q 
.3P10000000000000D   02 
.0  
.0 
7^0000000000000000   02 
fav     0.0 
3     0.0 
"7719999909099990990    02 
o.o    
_0.0 
.3000000000000000D   02 
.0 
_j_qQ909q9999999O90D    00 
0.SO00000OOO0O0O00O   02 
&SV>      0.0     ______________ 
U  o.o 
RTGHT   HAND  SIDE  VECTOR 
-0.71399999O99999990    04 
^.1S4BO99OO09999990    05 




(U£   o 
5     0 






0.99999999999999900   00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.9O99990OOO999990D   00 
0.0 . 
0.0 
0.99Q9cqqqq9qqqqqoO   00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.9999C9oqq99999900   00 
0.0 _ 
0.9999999999999990D   00 
0.1S4HC99999999999D  05 
0.417B999999999999D   05 
0.20999999099999990   02 
0.0 
0.30009999909009990   02 
°-°      _________________ 
0.51000000000000000   02 
0.9999999999999990D   00 
-0.2099999090999099D   02 
0.0      ^^^^^^^^^^^ 
-0.3099O99999999999D   02 
0.0 
-0.5100000000000000D   02 
0.0 
-0. 417B9099999999090   05 
-0.9999999999999990D   00 
0.0 
-0.99999999999999900   00 
__      _________________ 
-0.9999999909999993D   00 
0.0 
-0.99999999999999900   00 
0.9999999999999990D    00 
• 
-0.9999999999999990D   00 
0.0 
-0.99099999999999930   03 
0.0 









0.9999999999999990D   00 
n.o 
SOLUTION 
0.11t;SO00079J»7:?922O   0« -0. 17«$6000?017169760   0e     ) 
IT NT*DM   VALHE   OF   ORJPCTTVF   FUNCTOR   TS 
***** GO 
******      T.TNAPP 
RELEASE   m. 6 
Et.APSEO   TTHF 
FT APSEO   THE 
0.TJ.9999R 920160337 D^ 
TASK   PROCESSING   ^I«F  
TASK   PROCESSING   TIRE    
ft -   ttS* # =-/-7S-£0 
• -ron.Rio     RETURN   CODE 
— :09.1fi        COP.rHCR.B 
Oc 3c io. 
FCX) 
5540 
eU)--F(rt'P<.*) (7^Q     CzJ±oo^        Ojg^o^ 
¥/79o 
4o/</o 
■JUJL,   Vx.a-j/.t 
RATAPP 
(Approximation of a rational function by a rational function; 
The original function is    x -^ = y 
2x 
evaluated at the points x±,   1=1,2,..., 10 
Our approximating function is PU) = Ax£+D , and we hope to 
Cx 
get A=1,  B=-h,  C=2. 
For linear programming,  we will  bound the denominator  between 
2 and 20,   since 2x can talce on only values in this range. 
To  set up the problem: 
-6*  Ax2+B - y 5 6 
Cx 
-eCx < Ax2+B-yCx<<:Cx 
-Axa-B+yCx ^e-Cx 
Ax^+B-yCx < eCx 
-U-DJxa-tB-D)+y(C-D)x *• fclC-D)x 
U-D)xa*(B-D)-y(C-D)x * t(.C-D)x 
which finally becomes: 
-Ax1-B+Cxy-<;xJC+U1-xy*fx;D * 0 
Ax1+B-lxy+<:x)C+(.-xv+xy+^x)D< 0 
Adding the necessary variable L, and putting bounds on the 
denominator, we end up with a system of hn  constraints: 
-Ax1-B+(xy-tx;C+(xx-xy-^x)D-L £ 0 
Ax1+B-lxy+ex;C+(.-x1+xy+*x)D-L < 0 
-Cx+Dx   <:    -2 
Cx-Dx   <  20 
//PATIPV   JOB   COP. IWCG.B, ""VANS , ir.^F! -1    THr.i 
//SYSPriVCH    ^n    1D1?IIBB«T)B?* 
//DFr"   on   TSOIJT.R.nmrfiBrp,,^ nr."!T"r90('^H -on, 
nn   [>SM»«IB»eOBJSBT,DTSP«e»rOD,PJlS3),SP»CB«(CTL#  t»,1>), 
DCB* ("• FCF1-FB,ni.i(^T7i7-uor   T.PTT.^O) ■ U*TT»HDSICO 






oom 120^ // 
r*™™*T»^?^inoo™nononoooono°^^ nnN    JT   riifr.   _   RRtBASB    1 U *VT">"PD-   tSfWtll            ir*T>T?n-    1S:Sq:10            OATP-      5/17/69      69/11/ 
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00 2 I 
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fW on'ui»^&i    IJOIM-L. <A     € 
OO   TO   U00 
YA1 ° ~   "MTTr,,JAL   A PfO XI ", ATT n V   'I.1T'''-"    ITN^A"   T N0"'AT. TTY    1FTHOD 
HO"OT R "'""rrTTi   A fun, if), ■> -7 fjof us), p fun) ,n? faoi ,T fus) ,~? (usi , 
*O('i0) ,rr f»01 rT(ttO) ,P«(IO)fT(li)r«(16001 ,1WOf.Rf«9), 1*(401 ,^1 (10) , 
*2(7M ,T(as)r«tT«»om,ii, 02, THAT, owl*, nil no 
DIVISION   KOf$) 
IBLUd ,1) ^^,",^,"1,^ 
 gBITB (3. 1 6) 





 ai=j*Jia_-_ _ 
- n-«i HI 
C   r-AT.rffHTP    VAT.'J"^ 
no «* i« 1, « t 
a    Hti|»(i*i-i. 
m1H Y =0.0 
OT    (4OQ    I=1fMU 
DWJ*«t1(T1 
TWfOAIin. LT?.T»1Ay> 
4 0.0      COfTIHOE 
C    S"T    rjn    ft    «»'9Tr 
no   3   T-1 , R4 
*(T,11— (i*n 
A(T,2) =-1.0 
|(I,3|*T1   (t)   *T-T*7   (V'!'*) 
A (1,4)  -T* TO . "-T*'T- 1 f T>  ( T*T (V'JJfJ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
2    Ar,st=-1." 
no   *   T»««1fH2 
AfT, 1) TT»*TU 
AfT, ?) -=1.0 
^^^^^A (T# 7 >"- (T1 (TR) *TT» + T7*" (N'Ti) )^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
I (T,*)--(TR*TR»-1. 0+TR*T1 (1**1 ■f-TftC'B (fff fl) 
1 A(T,S)=-1.0 
r-» -T_ «-) 
Ifl, 1) "Q*!] 
A(T,1) «-T«» 
A(r,U) =TP 
7       AT,"?) =0.0 
no   «    T=131,1 
TP-T-13 
*J      A(T, S) «0.  A 
c   rv^-?«   SLACK   tiHIlBLES 
•   M   "-1 AM    TV   1   T.'V'T     1,    inn    > •*I\T»J "'IT' IS /S7/U0 "AOH   0002 
00«1 
on«in 












0 0 «i 'i 
ooft«; 


















on > 1 
on o 'i 













no o   T= 1, « 
00   o    TT-S"1 ,1 
TR»T4.WF 
T"f". BQ. 7)    ^o   mn   1n 
^(T, 7) =o.o 
10 A(T,.7) =1.0 
o    COVTTWTIB 
^"   On   "TGHT   HAMD   ST0r   VPfTiP 
00      11      T^(V 
11 B(tl "0^ r 
n      i(n=-ni —     Dl 
no  i«  T«fHl,B 
14 i(T)=n2 «-     3>X 
-;PT    fjp    0P,,7"CTTV»   FMNC^OI   "OP 
TO    lc,    T- 1 ,'! 
15 cm*Q.o    ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
cftm =1 .o 
POT--"  o'r   A,P,A*!P   C   TALriBS 
VTT"  (7, 102) 
on    70    T-l," 
20      WRTTK (1,100)  (A P, T), .7=1, V) 
WITBf 1.101)  (B (T) , T- 1, ")  ^^^^ 
W1T?«!<1,00) fC f) ,T»1,f) 
COPT    A,P,AMO   C   T"TrfS   "OP    POT OP? 
no   7 1   i«i,n 
v^K^r 
BPSft'OB 
ai    X   G-^A.   Oo iuJc   C*.t«<x«   -^-*- t*'*-*-**. 
(.S 
J&-<*  ■ 
MS" 
no    7 7 7=1,N 
22 
21 
AT, 7> ■» (T T1 
CAJ^A-  *°  it*.    «      L50 
|7(T)   =R(T) 
on   'i?   .7=1 ,M 
U?      C2(.T)=C(T) 
77    CALL nsTHPL(rT,n,N,A,p.,r,fro,yrp,.7i,rr,v,pp:,p,T>soLf) 
r'l'.'fir   w BASTT"L TT-V    A*JO    """O"" 
T«W0H+1 
TB,( ISO' N ( N?1 . T ". . o. 1)    ^n   Tr-     I"1 
W<*TTF(7, 2<>) 
on  -n   ?7jj 
WWT*H(1,?B)      ■ 
T,(T) »3 ("ITO  /7 
~n  TO   95 
TT7 (mm. KQ. D  <m 
IF( (OAT" f2 D-* (fOBJ )).tB. 10P-7) 
T"(1'"1. B0.7S)    OO   -"n   T5 
«PT«» C ,?fi) ^ (V'lii , V'II 
M'M =T 
n-i"    •4^■P',T^FS    ^A'K   T V'O   °"TSTVAT.    "OP" 
VPCPSSARY   TOP   M"!W   7    VMM" 
00    12   T=1 ,1 
nn    7 1    .1= 1 , 1 
7 1       A(T,.1)=A2(T,7) 





UAJLOC u^pt* -<U»^  n 
00    TO M dew^*vt    -^-fviiUv.   uoJa^J 
lA^'^VO   ONTY   CHANT'S 
%»P 
0 










c  no 
010^ 





0111 'I  1 
c  son 




m 1 e, 000 
01 1 r, 
*1 1 7 
01 19 7«S 
«' 10 1 
0120 If 
0121 10? 
1 ? > 1 00 
pi2"? 101 
012U oo 
0 1 Tr, 2« 
01?6 2« 
01 77 20 
' 1 7 -> 10 
Q17Q '1 o 
01 10 o-» 
01 11 100 
0117 nu 
0 1  1  1 ao 
01 "i 
T=1,H 
rt<5  TH"   oP^Tflpn   W^w*"", 
no   'j > 
on  ic r*ir«n 
H(Tr31 »T*T1 (T, _7 fv*i«) *
T 
l(T#*J«I*I+1.0-I*T1fT)+T*7(!HJBl 
oo   IA   I»H<H»B2 
T??=T-M4 
Iff ,51»- (T"*"-1 (r«>47 (•»"") *TR) 
\(l,U) = - (TR*T«>) -1. 0*T"«"M (Tin + T"*? (V"M) 
TO   STIBPOfVTHF   FOP   fPTT   T^PPATTOI! 
80   co  2 i 
HPITJH i, 10) IMI 
v-r "p (-> #'| nj  (-.;'•' N (T) , ' - if »j) 
«|P1 -VR-1 
VR2=VP-2 
DO   <l 1    T=1 ,«JR2 
T(T) -n,:T.N(T)-Dc.nTS(Vl) 
rpACTIHQ   TIP  TWO   ro^TTi/f   If 0 HUB PS   GIVES 
■ q   'i\v    p p   VF^^mTVP 
WPT^«'(1,07)  (T(T)  ,T=1,VP?1 
MTVOP7 = 0. o 
t)0   90R   T=1,H 
1TB3BJ«HIB0BJ-fC (T) *nTOT.l(T) 
WRTTF (1, °oi) HlifOP 7 
00   TQ   RQ 
w»TT"fif'im nni 
POP* RT fiT1!, 10<4. 1) 
"ORIATf    RATTOVAT    *r>r>n0YT " A^T OK   riSTKH   LTM*AP 
P0RMXT(*    ii\-'PT*   OP   ror"»»Tr';,   0 Y   80»S »J 
"ORi AT f'jn?p. 1K) 
POP •» »T {/'    PTr;""'   «^«jn   TTO"   V T',''0', • / ('    • , U "2 R1. 1 f< ) ) 
POniATf/1    0".7Pr"TTVF   PUMCTTON' /(•    • ,rir20.R)) 
POBB*T(/«    "PSTLON    TS    •,T)2R.1fi,»    TN   TT*P IT10B   UnnfjFR 
POPtfATf*    P90BLE1   TS   P*WASTPLP   WTTP   TIT0;   EPSIL01MJ 
,->»ftT(i    opoRL"M   
T ■   TWPBJlSTBll   VT^f  THIS   BPSTL0W»1 
KOP*IAT(/»    opTTMn**    TOL'r^TON   TS   OP^ATVPO   TN   ITBRHTIOB 
f Q8 H AT I *    ^OVJT TO«J i / r •    * f '102". 1^)1    __________^___^_^^______^^^__^__ 
"OR1AT(/»    AVSMP"^   "O   OPORT.F*    AP«"/('    ',Un2«.U.)) 
POPIATf/'    MTNTMnC   VAL'IP   O"   OBJECTIVE   PTir-*Tn»»   TS    •,0?R.1fi) 
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B1 1«0 H2 
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STBBOl LOCATION STB LOCATION sYHRor. LOCATION 
"onm?  qTAT^irvT  »i\n 
<^ VM^OT, I or A7" T ON SY "MO', 
16 
!,nrn"Tnv ^VHPOT LflT'lV SV1ROT. T OCUTTO" SYMBOL LOCATION 
1 B7UF 10? 079' 10" B7A6 101 B7AT) 
oo B7.85 2« B7FO 70 "<^2fi 29 BB50 19 BH7C 
(10 "TAE 07 niC '■>'' BBBF u« B11F • 
mO^AT.   ",p"ORT    nio'iTOPHPV1'''!    00CQ2C"    t'Y'TFS 
Svq* 011 7. TO 9? 7 1 1 . 9 "0 07. IiVlP2ftt. LOIBSBT 
TOt     ^F^     NOT^     RTPBBO. 
VOT.   ^F^   MO^=   proRRTJ. 
SV<n ,S0Bt.Tfl 
VOT,   SF»   *os =  nynppo. 
3TS69137.T092711 .Rpo07. f» A TAP^BLO^I 
VOT,   SP"   N0S =   HYPERD. 
VOL   SP*   10^ 
STSfi^117.1»09271 1. P"',07.nnTAp7Pi,i,nAn"^- 
VOL  ".*■*>   voq=  '!»«pn. 
^VS69 117#">09;>T1 1 .^r>007.RHTA
n?P1.O",7TV'" 
gjgj   BOS*  HTPEPD. 
TT «i P^ - P T "\ n 0:06.10      r-nn  
RYr-ni^.-rtp cl0      Tnnp- 
VOf, 
TT?QCiT 












******* m    ..•-,-—■,..    — _ — -,.,        Ht*E    — ——- — 
//CO   pvn-r   nr-(=*. LBSB. SV^T,*on, oiVO= ( f ,T,T, P0BT1 , (*>, 
//FTPI?OOI   no SY301?T«JI,DCB« (*BCFH"nii,Bt,BST*B«l33rl 
//r<r.r?pori    nn   s TSOOT ■ n, "^"= (•» BCPH" F°, Bl ""• r" '■'-" 0, I P 
//•7Toii»ooi [>D      DDBAflB*SYSTH 
//oo.^vrrw   no   * 
T"P?3fiT   ALLOC.    POR   PA'AP?0.? 
?->7I    nr;N-*.on   OM    'J 00 
TP"?T7T   FT01P001   OW   0 1? 
r 
RATTOHAL    KPn'OrTIICTO'!   If SIWG   LTIBlfl   fBO OR JkBHIBG 
(H»T>rrv    OP    f"">«i| S^n 1 TV ""i       " v    "OU^ 
.O.oqoooqqoqooooo^on    "0 















n 1 g S I f) 
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o. 0 o.o • 
O.O 0.0 
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0.0 
n. o                                       
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-"-ij.rMOoooooooooonnon   07 .n.oqqooqoooqoqqqom 00 
_0 . noiQinooiTTlOfl OOP    00 o." 
o.n OtO 
o . noooooq<)0OOT>0 000    00 
0." G 
0.0   ^^^^^^^^^^^^^— 
O.n 
0    0 
0.0 
u.o 
o.o   warn 
o.o 
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ABSTRACT 
The thermoluminescence technique was used to investigate the two 
types of F centers. The growth of F centers as a function of time of 
irradiation and the effect of thermal quenching were studied. The 
initial-rise method was employed to calculate the activation energy 
for the F1 centers and a spectral study was conducted to determine 
the energy difference between the excited levels for the different 
F centers and the recombination levels. On the basis of the result 
that the activation and emission energies of the two types of F 
centers vary by the same amount, approximately 0.10 eV, some possible 
energy level diagrams are suggested. 
